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Abstract

Background: A substantial literature exists that demonstrates associations between putative risk factors and cognitive decline in late life. However, there is a need to integrate this broad literature within a framework that incorporates the interaction of behavioral and ecological influences with cognitive development. Such a framework is required for developing a range of personal and environmental interventions to optimize cognitive development in the population, and to reduce the risk of cognitive impairment in late life.

Objective: This review aims to identify the key considerations for developing a life course model of the various factors that influence cognitive development and cognitive decline. A contextualized, dynamic approach to life course epidemiology is proposed.

Methods: A theoretical evaluation of key methodological and interpretational issues relating to how risk factors influence cognitive development and cognitive impairment was conducted. This focused on the example of alcohol consumption as a risk factor for cognitive decline and dementia.

Results: This review identified dimensions that need to be accounted for in life course theories of cognitive development and cognitive impairment. These include: (a) intergenerational influences; (b) methodological and interpretational issues; (c) individual differences (personal factors); (d) contextual factors (environmental or ecological factors), and (e) cognitive ability as determinant. The methodological and interpretational factors included measurement of exposure and outcome variables; the important distinction between level of ability versus change over time; nonlinear relationships among exposures and outcomes, and outcomes and age; the distinction between association and cause, and between short-term effects and long-term change.

Conclusion: A contextualized, dynamic approach to life course epidemiology accounts for the complex range of influences over the life course that interact to determine normal and pathological cognitive ageing. This approach provides a framework for the development of interventions to maximize cognitive gains in early life, and minimize cognitive loss in late life.

Life Course Epidemiology and Lifespan Psychology

Several authors have provided excellent descriptions of life course epidemiology [1–5] that provide a framework for studying cognitive and chronic disease outcomes in later life. This general framework argues that individuals’ specific health outcomes are the result of a
complex system of exposures that interact with biological processes over the lifespan to cause disease. Key concepts are that disease outcomes are associated with exposures early in life or at specific periods during the lifespan. Risk factors are thought to have either independent or cumulative effects, either clustering at particular stages of the life course or creating a chain of risks whereby one risk factor leads to another [5, 6]. Life course approaches also include the concept of critical periods, where risk factors or exposures at specific development stages alter the underlying structure of the organism, altering its innate biological ‘programming’. These approaches also include ‘effect modifiers’ which are variables that modify the level of the effect of an exposure occurring earlier in the life course [6].

Lifespan approaches have been used in developmental psychology to explain ageing since the 1960s [7]. Early lifespan models of cognitive development proposed by Horn [8], and Baltes and Reinert [9] and Baltes et al. [10, 11], incorporated many of the factors described in life course theories of dementia [12, 13], but focused on normative development rather than disease. For example, Horn [14] described the determinants of fluid and crystallized intelligence, including genetics, acculturation, environment, injury and accident, and discovered that specific cognitive abilities are affected by different exposures over the lifespan. The notion of critical period is also a central concept to lifespan theories of animal behavior and learning, as substantial behavioral and physiological evidence shows that exposure during critical periods of development permanently shape brain development. In some cases, deprivation of specific stimuli leads to irreversible lack of development of adaptive functions [15].

An important, but not exclusive distinction between psychologically oriented approaches and lifespan epidemiological approaches is that psychological theories primarily focus on normative human development, whereas epidemiological approaches primarily focus on disease outcomes. Integrating normative theories of cognitive ageing with life course epidemiological approaches allows for a more comprehensive formulation of the complex and varied influences that affect cognitive development and the development of cognitive impairment in ageing. For example, appreciation of the differential rates of growth and decline in fluid and crystallized abilities informs the clinical classification of cognitive impairment. The clinical assessment of premorbid intellectual function draws on the knowledge of crystallized abilities that are less susceptible to neurological damage.

A Contextualized, Dynamic Approach
To fully capture the dynamic nature of cognitive development over the life course, cognitive function and human behavior must be incorporated into models as causal agents [16]. People interact with their environment to shape the way environments in turn influence cognitive development. Such interactions may occur at the individual level (e.g. personally deciding to increase physical activity) or societal level (e.g. providing more opportunities and reward for engaging in physical activity, reducing overall lead exposure in mining communities).

Improving cognitive development through education and lifestyle interventions requires manipulation of both the environment (e.g. schooling and learning environments, reducing exposure to neurotoxins) and human behavior (e.g. avoidance of toxins, engagement in physical and mental activity). Therefore, the person is not a passive recipient of the effects of risk factors on cognitive and brain development, but actively interacts with the environment through their behavior which is in turn influenced by their knowledge of, and motivation to engage in, health-promoting behaviors. The development and implementation of interventions to optimize cognition requires identification of the many environmental and behavioral factors that influence cognitive development. It also requires identification of the contextual, cognitive and behavioral factors that influence the uptake and maintenance of individual and social strategies that lead to optimal cognition.

The Need for Specific Content Knowledge within General Frameworks
Within a general lifespan approach that incorporates social and historical context, as well as human agency, specific methodological and content knowledge is required to evaluate each potential influence on cognitive development. Beyond general principles and paradigms, this includes the awareness of issues relating to measurement and longitudinal methodologies, and knowledge of culture, diet, biology, gene-environment interactions, brain development and the influence of other contextual and intrapersonal variables. An understanding of how different predictors or exposures interact with each other is sometimes necessary to fully explain influences on cognitive development. The study of risk factors and exposures has its roots in epidemiology, while the knowledge based on cognitive development and theories of contextual effects draws from psychology [17]. Hence, the work described here draws from both life course epidemiology and lifespan psychology. Five specific consider-
Intergenerational Influences on Cognitive Development

In addition to genetic characteristics, social and biological contexts may be transmitted from one generation to its offspring. This in turn influences health outcomes and cognitive development [18]. For example, there is substantial evidence to show that alcohol exposure in utero may affect later cognitive development. The most extreme consequence is fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) which involves growth retardation and facial changes due to the effects of alcohol on tissue development of the fetus during weeks 4–8. FAS also affects normal central nervous system development with reductions in brain volume or subvolumes and changes to nerve cells and synapses [19]. Cognitive deficits associated with FAS include impairment in overall intellectual functioning, motor skills and learning [20]. Although FAS results from high levels of alcohol exposure, lower levels of exposure have also been associated with deficits in fetal development that do not reach diagnostic criteria for FAS. It remains unclear how reversible the central nervous system changes caused by alcohol exposure are, and which level of exposure is considered dangerous for normal fetal development. Other factors, such as gender, timing of exposure, genetic differences, and placental sufficiency, may function to moderate the extent to which a mother’s alcohol consumption affects her fetus [21].

The consideration of intergenerational influences on cognitive development is analogous to Barker’s fetal origin’s hypothesis [22] which was initially proposed to explain how a poor fetal environment increased the risk of cardiovascular disease in later life. Others have extended the paradigm of linking the quality of prenatal experience to adult risk for disease to the areas of cognition. Vulnerabilities may be established or ‘programmed’ early in life, increasing the individual’s susceptibility to dementia in late life [23].

Methodological and Interpretational Issues

Interpretation of research findings requires awareness of methodological and data analytic issues. Observations taken from different phases during a life course can rarely be based only on one study, due to the long time periods involved. This increases the importance of issues associated with measurement and interpretation. Several of the key methodological and interpretational issues are described below.

Measurement of Exposures and Outcomes

Accurate measurement of exposure variables and cognitive outcomes is essential for evaluating the effect of exposures on cognitive development. It is often difficult to obtain sensitive measures of risk factors, either because they may have occurred prior to the measurement occasion or are difficult to measure. In the case of alcohol exposure, most information is obtained by self report, and individuals are often not aware of the percentage of alcohol contained in specific drinks or the volume of drinks consumed [24]. This differs from the measurement of clinical risk factors for cognitive decline, such as hypertension or serum cholesterol. Moreover, establishing the effect of alcohol on cognitive development may require obtaining information on past drinking. The reliability of such data [25] varies according to the wording of questions and whether trained interviewers complete questionnaires on behalf of participants or whether participants complete questionnaires confidentially. Countries use different definitions of a ‘standard drink’ [26], hence international comparisons need to be conducted by converting measures to a single metric (e.g. grams per liter). The evaluation of the effects of alcohol consumption on cognition is further complicated by differences in type of beverage. Some research has suggested that red wine has specific benefits for cognition compared with beer, while other studies have not found a beverage-specific effect [27]. For example, a 2-year follow-up of 2,632 participants [28] found that light to moderate beer drinkers had a higher risk of dementia, but that light to moderate wine drinkers had a lower risk of dementia, compared with nondrinkers [29].

Without adequate methods for measuring exposure it is not possible to establish its effects, and this may lead to a lack of scientific data on potential neurotoxins in the general community. For example, there is circumstantial evidence showing that heavy exposure to insecticides is associated with cognitive deficits, but few studies have developed measures sensitive enough to determine whether everyday insecticide exposure in the community is a risk factor for cognitive decline [29].

One of the main difficulties for studying cognitive development over the lifespan is that as abilities change from childhood to adulthood, different tests may be re-
required to prevent ceiling or floor effects, and to ensure construct validity. Most longitudinal studies of cognitive development therefore need to manage the issue of measurement invariance in their outcomes. This differs from research where the outcome is a disease state (e.g. cancer vs. no cancer).

**Level of Ability versus Rate of Change in Ability over Time**

When describing longitudinal findings, a fundamental principle is the difference between the association a risk factor has with level of performance, versus change in performance. As has been widely argued [30], it is not necessarily the case that a factor that is associated with between-person differences in cognitive ability (level) will also influence cognitive change.

This issue is highlighted by the difficulty in interpreting associations based purely on data obtained in late life, and can be illustrated with the example of the association between cognitive performance and weekly alcohol consumption. A number of recent articles have shown that older adults who drink alcohol at light to moderate levels have better cognitive performance [31], reduced rates of cognitive decline in late adulthood and a reduced risk of dementia [32]. Drawing from research on alcohol and cardiovascular disease [33], several authors have concluded that for older adults, alcohol consumption in low to moderate doses may in fact be beneficial for the brain and cognition.

However, research conducted on younger adults has also found that light to moderate drinkers have better cognitive function than abstainers [34]. The interpretation of this result in relation to young adults has received a different emphasis. The focus here has been on why abstainers perform worse on cognitive tests than drinkers, because in young adults it is extremely unlikely that participants have been exposed to alcohol long enough for long-term effects to be evident. Moreover, cognitive abilities are still developing in young adults. When viewed from a lifespan perspective, the results suggest that alcohol abstainers, at all ages, have lower cognitive test scores. This means that it is possible that alcohol itself may have no effect on cognition, and that all we are seeing in late life is the selection effects that were already evident in early adulthood. Longitudinal studies that follow a sample of abstainers and drinkers from early adulthood are required to determine whether lifelong abstainers do have a different cognitive trajectory to that of light to moderate drinkers. Alternatively, randomized controlled trials over longer periods of time would be one method of determining whether alcohol does benefit cognition, but these raise ethical and practical issues and are hence not viable. Functional neuroimaging studies may also shed light on how alcohol affects brain function in the short term, and how brain function differs between harmful, moderate and nondrinkers. Longitudinal structural MRI studies will also elucidate whether differences derived from alcohol consumption between abstainers and moderate drinkers are due to selection effects or benefits.

**Nonlinear Relationships**

Another factor to consider is the possible nonlinear relationship between an individual risk factor and an outcome. Nonlinearity is also present in the relationship between cognitive development and age, and between the salience of risk factors and age. There may be optimal levels of exposures, so that little or too much may be detrimental for development.

A range of findings from the literature suggests that an inverse U- or J-shaped association exists between alcohol consumption and dementia risk, stroke, cognitive performance and cognitive decline [34–35]. This is supported by an inverse U-shaped association between markers of brain pathology and level of alcohol consumption in cross-sectional studies. For example, the Cardiovascular Health Study involving brain MRI scans of 3,660 adults aged 65 years or more found an inverse U-shaped association between white matter hyperintensities (WMHs) and alcohol consumption, with moderate alcohol consumption being associated with reduced prevalence of WMHs [35]. This study also found moderate drinking to be associated with reduced risk of cerebral infarction [36]. Likewise, the Rotterdam study also found an inverse U-shaped association between WMHs and alcohol consumption [37]. In contrast, the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study of 1,909 adults aged 45–64 years found no association between alcohol consumption and either stroke risk or white matter grade [38]. However, these findings may be explained by limitations of the study design which did not include heavy drinkers and was based on a relatively young sample.

Although public health concern has often focused on problem drinking, findings from several studies show that light to moderate alcohol consumption is often associated with better outcomes than complete abstinence from drinking. Several studies have now reported that alcohol abstainers have lower scores on cognitive tests compared with moderate drinkers [31, 39–42]. This effect has occurred on measures of a range of cognitive abilities including processing speed, memory, verbal ability,
visuospatial ability and reasoning, in samples of young [34, 43], middle [39] and older adults [42], and across gender.

A 7-year longitudinal study of 1,277 adults aged 65 and older found that compared to abstinence, light to moderate drinking was associated with less cognitive decline [44]. An 8-year follow-up of Japanese American community-dwelling elders also found that high levels (≥26 g per day) of alcohol consumption were associated with greater cognitive decline than lower levels of alcohol consumption (<26 g per day) [45]. These results suggest that the inverse U association holds for the relationship between cognitive decline and alcohol consumption. The inverse U association has also been found between alcohol consumption and stroke [46], but the pattern differs in that moderate drinkers appear not to be protected. The Cardiovascular Health Study followed 4,410 adults aged 65 and older for an average period of 9.2 years and found that adults consuming between 1 and 6 drinks per week (light drinkers) had a 20% reduced risk of ischemic stroke compared with abstainers and those consuming more than 6 drinks per week. This is interesting because stroke is a risk factor for dementia and cognitive decline, illustrating a chain of risk associated with alcohol consumption and the nonlinear relationship between alcohol and stroke risk.

**Association versus Cause**

Although cross-sectional studies usually clearly state that causality cannot be assumed from their findings, results from longitudinal studies do not necessarily address the problem of causality. They may be more problematic because they are more likely to be cited as evidence of causation, even when they only identify a temporal association or indicate a chain of risk. The fact that low levels of alcohol consumption are associated with reduced dementia risk may be interpreted to indicate that alcohol has a ‘protective’ effect against dementia. However, it is also possible that abstainers, due to selection effects, have an increased risk of dementia, rather than moderate drinkers having a reduced risk. If this were the case, it would suggest that alcohol itself is not affecting cognition, but that drinking behavior is associated with other subject characteristics that influence cognitive decline. Without knowledge of the true mechanisms by which alcohol affects brain function and the selection effects pertaining to the different groups, causal interpretations must be made with caution.

**Short-Term Effects versus Long-Term Change**

Risk factors for cognitive decline and dementia may have different or even opposite short-term and long-term effects. In terms of the taxonomy provided by Li et al. [47], the effects of risk factors may be viewed according to the manner in which they influence day-to-day fluctuations in performance, versus leading to long-term variation in the structuring of the organism. Laboratory studies of alcohol consumption in relation to cognitive test performance have shown that moderate levels of alcohol consumption negatively affect executive type functions [48], whereas the longer term follow-up studies suggest that low levels of consumption may have more general health benefits [48]. It therefore appears that the short-term decrements from exposure to alcohol in laboratory studies may be outweighed by the long-term changes caused by chronic exposure. This conundrum indicates that the time scale used to examine the association between a risk factor and an outcome may result in different conclusions being drawn about its effects. The short-term behavioral effects must be distinguished from long-term biological changes in structure and function. Environmental exposures may lead to positive or negative adaptation of the organism, with different degrees of reversibility on different time scales.

**Individual Differences: Comorbidity, Genetics and Sex Differences**

Another consideration for interpreting the influence of risk factors on level or rate of change in cognitive performance or on risk of dementia is the influence of other individual differences that may confound or moderate results. In particular, comorbid physical and mental health conditions [49], sex differences, and genetic factors have all been shown to moderate risk factors and cognitive outcomes.

Comorbid medical conditions may modify the influence of risk factors by directly affecting the level of the risk factor, by affecting the cognitive outcome, or through a combination of the two. For example, some diseases lead to a lowering of cholesterol. This means that individuals with initially high cholesterol may end up with lower levels due to diseases that also increase the risk of dementia [49]. Alcohol use is closely linked with other aspects of physical and particularly mental ill-health [50], indicating the need to study patterns of comorbidity among disorders when attempting to isolate the effect of alcohol consumption on cognitive function or cognitive decline.
Treatments for comorbid physical and mental health problems may also moderate the effect of a risk factor on cognitive function. Older adults frequently use both alcohol and prescription medications. Recent publications show that 86.9% of Finnish adults aged 75 years or over used both alcohol and medications on a regular basis including those known to have an interaction with alcohol [51], and data from an American prescription medicine assistance program for older persons found that 19% were using alcohol-interactive medications concomitantly with alcohol [52]. Alcohol may interact with medications to reduce cognitive performance.

The comorbid effects of genetic factors may moderate or interact with risk factors to alter their potential level of risk. An example of this is seen in the Cardiovascular Health Study in relation to stroke risk [53, 54]. This study showed that among men without the APOE*E4 genotype, drinking up to two drinks per day did not increase risk of stroke. However, in men with the APOE*E4 genotype, even moderate levels of drinking (1–2 drinks per day) were associated with increased risk of stroke. Another study that followed Finnish adults from mid-life for 23 years found that risk of dementia was increased in those with the APOE*E allele in a dose-response relationship, whereas an inverse association was found between alcohol consumption and risk of developing mild cognitive impairment in those not carrying the APOE*E allele [55].

Specific risk factors for cognitive decline may affect males and females differently. In general, it appears that alcohol is more toxic for women than for men, and this is recognized in the different criteria for classifying men and women into categories of mild, moderate, heavy, hazardous, and harmful drinkers [56]. There is a lack of epidemiological data on sex differences in the effects of alcohol on the brain, although results from case-control studies indicate greater negative effects of alcohol on the female brain [57, 58]. Possible explanations for this are that women achieve higher blood concentrations of alcohol due to smaller body size and lower concentrations of alcohol dehydrogenase in the gut, and hence reach a threshold for brain damage at lower levels of consumption than men [59].

Sex differences are also observed in cognitive abilities across the lifespan, even after adjusting for health habits [60]. Although effect sizes are small, women appear to have better episodic memory and men tend to perform better on spatial tasks [61]. This means that sex differences and interactions need to be fully evaluated when investigating potential influences on cognitive development.

Contextual Factors Such as Cohort, Ethnicity, Diet, Climate, Environment, and Culture

Cohort effects may influence the likelihood and nature of exposure. Historical circumstances relating to the regulation of neurotoxins, nutrition and educational opportunities may all differ between cohorts. In the case of alcohol, there is some evidence that consumption declines in later life, independent of cohort effects. Two American longitudinal studies have investigated the apparent decrease in alcohol consumption with age. A 19-year follow-up of 14,127 adults aged 25–74 found that the decline of heavy drinking with age was not associated with cohort effects [62]. A 10-year follow-up of 1,291 adults aged 55–65 reported that medical conditions, physical symptoms, medication use and acute health events were associated with lower frequency and quantity of alcohol intake and a higher likelihood of abstinence [63]. These authors suggested that older adults with more health problems tend to curtail their alcohol consumption so that age differences are explained by physical health. There are well-established cohort effects in cognitive function, showing a general increase in cognitive performance [64]. Hence, the development of lifespan models of the relationship between a risk factor and cognitive outcome needs to incorporate the possibility of cohort effects on the level of cognitive function and person-environment interactions when drawing data from samples born in different eras.

Historical, social and ethnic environments influence the level of specific risk factors and may moderate their effect. For example, the type of alcohol consumed differs between countries and between regions within countries. Alcohol consumption also occurs in a social context and hence drinking behavior is highly correlated with other factors that occur in the social environment. Studies have shown that young nondrinkers appear to be more withdrawn and less sociable [65, 66] than drinkers. On the other hand, binge drinking is more common amongst males than females, and in adolescents and young adults compared to middle and later life [67].

Cognitive Ability as a Determinant of Context, Exposure to Other Risk Factors, and Moderator of Chronic Disease

An important tenet of the contextualized, dynamic lifespan approach is that cognitive ability may also be an important risk factor for later health outcomes [16]. Cog-
Cognitive ability is associated with better social environments and neighborhoods and higher levels of education in children which thus influence the intergenerational cycle [68]. Higher cognitive ability is likely to be associated with occupations that involve fewer exposures to toxins. It is also associated with a lower likelihood of adopting certain health behaviors that are risk factors for dementia, such as smoking. It is possible that patterns of alcohol consumption (and hence alcohol exposure) are associated with the level of cognitive ability prior to any effect of alcohol on the brain function or cognitive performance [69].

**Conclusion**

The association between alcohol and cognitive development has been used to illustrate the need for highly specific content knowledge for developing comprehensive models of cognitive aging within a contextualized, dynamic approach to lifespan epidemiology. Understanding the cognitive and behavioral factors that moderate exposures enables the identification of the different levels at which interventions may occur to reduce exposures or increase cognitively enhancing environments or behaviors. The same exposure (e.g. alcohol) may affect brain and cognition from either direct environmental influence (e.g. FAS) or via behavior of the individual (alcohol consumption). Prevention of exposure therefore requires (a) identification of the individual characteristics and ecological or contextual factors that give rise to the exposure, and (b) identification of strategies for changing exposures by changing the environment or behavior.

This review has proposed a contextualized, dynamic life course approach as a means of integrating the range of theoretical and methodological factors that are specific to the study of risk factors for cognitive growth and decline. This approach views cognitive development over the life course as emerging from a social and historical context that interacts with individual biology and behavior.
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